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for the Hansen’s Roughriders mercenary command
offered her all the speed and excitement she could
want as a scout hovercraft pilot. Following the collapse
of the HPG, for reasons only she knows, Crowley left the
Roughriders for the Ghost Legion of the Swordsworn Regards.
Kristin—still driven by speed despite a premature onset of
arthritis—has steadily risen through the ranks, becoming
one of the Legion’s most capable hovertank commanders and
forward scouts.

Commentary
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A classic design first fielded during the First
Succession War by the Exeter Organization, the Pegasus scout
hovertank has been a favorite recon unit of the Successor States
and Periphery powers for centuries. Remodeled in the late 3050s,
the new Pegasus became even more effective with the addition of
recovered technology. Light and fast, yet amazingly resilient
and well armed and possessing advanced sensors and electronic
warfare systems, the Pegasus is as effective a scout as it is a
fast-strike vehicle.
DC3407-140B (“Peeper”) was originally fielded by the
Draconis Combine just before the Word of Blake’s Jihad, but was
captured by Blakists early in the conflict, they made their own
modifications. Devlin Stone’s resistance commandeered the vehicle
and it played a role in a variety of commando actions throughout
the remainder of the fighting, and amazingly survived grievous
damage on several missions, including the loss of three combat
crews, to become part of The Republic’s military a decade later.
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Before she became a mercenary, Kristin Crowley was a
hovercraft racer whose victories included the 3112 and 3113
Pan-Solaris Opens, a marathon event all but eclipsed today
by the Equatus 500. Even then, her obsession with speed was
apparent, evidenced by numerous traffic violations in every
major city where she has been in residence. An accident in
the 3115 Open proved to be the downfall of Crowley’s racing
career. But on Solaris, those with talent rarely stay
unemployed for long. Recognizing her high-speed driving
skills and her gift for adapting on the fly, recruiters

PEGASUS LIGHT HOVERTANK
Serial Number: DC3407-140B
Mass: 35 tons
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Movement Type: Hover
Power Plant: Scarborough
105 Fusion
Cruising Speed: 86 kph
Flank Speed: 130 kph
Armor: Protec 12 FerroFibrous
Armament:
1 Victory Heartbeat
Medium Pulse Laser
2 Valiant Pilum ShortRange Missile 6-Racks

